Languages can be divided into those which have lexical arguments and those which have pronominal arguments (Jelinek 1986).

In lexical argument languages such as English, the arguments of a predicate, whether nouns or pronouns, are separate words which can be said in isolation, as in

1 The cat caught a mouse.
2 She ate it.

In pronominal argument languages, on the other hand, the arguments are not separate words, but pronominal morphemes more or less tightly bound to the predicate. They must occur together with the predicate, whether or not lexical referents for these bound pronouns are present in the clause as adjuncts. Typical examples occur in colloquial French, where obligatory pronouns remain close to the predicate, while the coreferent words, or nominal adjuncts, have great freedom of occurrence, as in:

3a Moi, le poulet, j'aime ça.
   me the chicken I like that
3b Moi, j'aime ça, le poulet.
3c J'aime ça, moi, le poulet.
3d J'aime ça, le poulet, moi.
3e Le poulet, j'aime ça, moi.
3f Le poulet, moi, j'aime ça.

all of which mean

4 I love chicken!

with varying degrees of emphasis on the lexical elements of the sentence.¹

Applying this analysis to Nisg̱a a on the basis of a limited set of data, Jelinek 1986 concludes that Nisg̱a has a mixed lexical-pronominal argument structure, with nouns
and suffix pronouns in complementary distribution. Additional data will show that the argument structure is truly a pronominal one, with lexical elements serving as adjuncts, but that this structure is obscured by the operation of a phonological rule of de-affrication which deletes the 3rd person suffix pronoun -t before some common pre-nominal morphemes consisting of fricatives, the connectives =S and =T. When this rule applies, nouns appear superficially to be suffixed to verbs, but the pronoun does occur on the surface together with a noun whenever conditions prevent the application of the rule. Other data also support the analysis of pronouns as arguments and nominals as adjuncts. Constructions which appear on the surface to be exceptions to the general rule can be shown either not to be exceptions at all in the light of this new analysis, or to be very recent developments influenced by English. However, J's analysis is not incorrect, since both internal and external analogical factors seem to be moving the language towards the mixed argument structure that she describes.

1. Syntactic generalities:

There are two basic clause types in Nisgha: regular clauses and predicate-focused clauses. A regular clause is usually introduced by an element such as Subordinator, a Specified Complement, a Relative-Ergative clitic, or by an Auxiliary or Negative verb, or by another predicate, verbal or nominal, but it can also occur on its own.

These structures where the predicate is usually preceded by various elements contrast with the predicate-focused clause where those elements cannot appear and the predicate is the first constituent of a main clause. Other elements can also be focused, or relativized, but the clauses in which they appear can be related to one or the other of the two basic types.

Both types of clause can include a modal particle and/or one or more modifiers, as well as an evidential postclitic.

2. Data suggesting noun/pronoun complementarity:

For most Nisgha constructions, suffix pronouns appear to occur in complementary distribution with a sequence of pre-nominal connective + noun. Connectives (Boas' term) link nouns with immediately preceding constituents under certain conditions. In addition, they specify whether the noun is determinate (if preceded by the
determinate connective =3, glossed as DC), or non-determinate (if preceded by the non-determinate connective =1, glossed as NC).  

The following examples, which are typical of common elicitation patterns, show the morpheme sequences that appear on the surface in the basic clause types. 

2.a. **Regular clauses**: In regular clauses (the most common type), the personal suffix which is attached to the predicate refers to the Absolutive argument (intransitive Subject or transitive Object).

2.a.1. **Intransitive**: the suffixed Absolutive argument is the Subject of the intransitive verb:

(5) \( yùl kW = t \ yú: xk kW - j \)  
AUX=NC eat-1S  
I am eating.  
\( Y\text{ukwhl yuuxgwï} \).

(6) \( yùl kW = t \ yú: xk kW - t \)  
AUX=NC eat-3  
S/he is eating.  
\( Y\text{ukwhl yuuxkwït} \).  

(7) \( ñ: náks - t \)  
now married-3  
S/he is married now.  
\( H\text{laa nakst} \).  

A connective + noun sequence can be suffixed to the verb instead of a 3rd person pronoun suffix. The connective is =S before determinates (mostly proper nouns of persons) and =1 before non-determinates (most other nouns). A cluster-simplification rule deletes the Determinate Marker (DM) between the determinate connective (DC) =S and a following consonant, if a connective is attached to a word ending in the same fricative /S/ or /t/, only one fricative occurs phonetically.

(8) \( yùl kW = t \ yú: xk kW - situdes\{ t \} Mary \)  
AUX=NC eat=DC [DM] M.  
Mary is eating.  
\( Y\text{ukwhl yuuxkwïs Mary} \).

(9) \( yùl kW = t \ yú: xk kW = t \ tk: xk kW - j \)  
AUX=NC eat= NC W's sister-1S  
My sister is eating.  
\( Y\text{ukwhl yuuxkwïhl hxiigwï} \).  

(10) \( ñ: náks = [s]\{ t \} Peter \)  
now married=DC [DM] P.  
Peter is married now.  
\( H\text{laa nakst Peter} \).
(11) ta:náks=t tkù:tkʷ-mkát-ӳ
    My son is married now.
    *Hlaa náktš l higuuhlum gədiy.*

2.2.2. **Transitive:** the suffixed Absolutive argument (highlighted here) is the Object of the verb; the Ergative argument is a clitic which precedes the predicate:

2.2.2.a. **Pronouns only:**

12. *yukʷ*-n̂timó:m-t
   *I am helping him/her.*
   *Yukw ni hlimoomt.*

13. *yukʷ*-timó:m-t
   *S/he is helping him/her.*
   *Yukwt hlimoomt.*

14. *yukʷ*-timó:m-ӳ
   *S/he is helping me.*
   *Yukwt hlimoomiӳ.*

2.2.2.b. **Noun(s) present:** The 3ERG pronoun is always present in the clause, even when an Agent noun is also present.

2.2.2.b.1. **Two nouns:** When two nouns, Agent and Object, are present in the clause, the first one, which receives secondary stress, is the Agent, the second, which receives primary stress, is the Object:\[
(15) *yukʷ*-timó:m=s [t] lucr ƚár Mary
   *Lucy is helping Mary.*
   *Yukwt hlimooms Lucy ƚár Mary.*

(16) *yukʷ*-timó:m=t hanáq=t tkú:tkʷ-ӳ
   *The woman is helping my sister.*
   *Yukwt hlimoomhł hanáqʰl higuigwį́.*

2.2.2.b.2. **Single noun:** If only one noun is present in the clause, that noun is suffixed to the verb through a connective; whether it is to be interpreted as Agent (the most likely case) or Object is indicated by secondary or primary stress respectively:\[
(Obj) (17) *yukʷ*-timó:m=s [t] Mary
   *S/he is helping Mary.*
   *Yukwt hlimooms Mary.*
(18) \(y\hat{u}k^{W}-t \text{tim}:\text{o}:m=t \text{tk}:k^{W}-\hat{y}\)  
AUX 3 ERG help s.-NC W's sister-1S  
S/he is helping my sister.  
\(Yukwt \text{ hlimoomh} \text{ hliigviy}\).

(Agt) (19) \(y\hat{u}k^{W}-t \text{tim}:\text{o}:m=s[t] \text{Lucy}\)  
AUX 3 ERG help s.-DC [DM] L.  
Lucy is helping him/her.  
\(Yukwt \text{ hliooms Lucy}\).

(20) \(y\hat{u}k^{W}-t \text{tim}:\text{o}:m=t \text{tk}:k^{W}-\hat{y}\)  
AUX 3 ERG help s.-NC W's sister-1S  
My sister is helping him/her.  
\(Yukwt \text{ hlimoomh} \text{ hliigviy}\).

It seems, then, that in the case of an Agent noun, the 3ERG pronoun which precedes the verb is redundant, since it co-references with the noun, unlike suffix pronouns which seem to be in complementary distribution with sequences of connective + noun.

Jelinek considers that the ERG pronoun in such a case functions as an agreement marker, rather than a pronominal argument: to consider the pronoun the argument would mean treating the noun as an Adjunct, rather than a lexical argument, and this would be an exception to what appears to be the normal argument structure of the language (1986:10, 13).

2.b. Predicate-focused clauses: Predicate-focused clauses place extra emphasis on the predicate, which occurs initially in the clause. They answer questions such as 'What did X do (to Y)? What happened to Y?' With focused predicates there is no suffix indicating the Absolutive argument.

2.b.1. Intransitive verbs: In predicate-focused clauses, intransitive verbs do not take a suffix. When the verb is used by itself, it is understood to refer to a third person; a first or second person Subject is indicated by an independent pronoun. A determinate noun is not connected to the verb, but is preceded by a Determinate marker.

(21) \(y\hat{u}:xk^{W} \text{hi}:\hat{y}\)  
eat me  
\(Yuu\text{xkw} \text{hii}\).

(22) \(y\hat{u}:xk^{W}\)  
eat  
\(Yuu\text{xkw}\).

(23) \(y\hat{u}:xk^{W} t \text{Mary}\)  
eat DM M.  
\(Yuu\text{xkw} t \text{Mary}\).
2. b. 2. **Transitive verbs**: the personal suffix on transitive verbs—coming after the Control suffix —Θ—indicates the Ergative argument. 13

(25) *timó:m-ə=slucy tmary*

Lucy helped Mary.

*Hlimomis Lucy t Mary.*

(26) *timó:m-ə=t hanąq=t tki:kW-t*

The woman helped her sister.

*Hlimomihl hanąq hi bjiikwt*

(27) *timó:m-ə=t tmary*

S/he helped Mary.

*Hlimomit t Mary.*

(28) *timó:m-ə=t=t 14 tki:kW-t*

She helped her sister.

*Hlimomithl bjiikwt.*

If the Object is unmentioned, it is assumed to refer to a 3rd person:

(29) *timó:m-ə=t*

S/he helped him/her.15

*Hlimomit.*

(30) *timó:m-ə=s[t]Lucy*

Lucy helped him/her.

*Hlimomis Lucy.*

(31) *timó:m-ə=t hanąq*

The woman helped him/her.

*Hlimomihl hanąq.*

If the Object is a first or second person pronoun, it is indicated by an independent pronoun, not a suffix:

(32) *timó:m-ə=t niiʃ y*

S/he helped me.

*Hlimomit niiʃ y.*

Treatment of the Object in these cases are parallel to that of the Subject of the intransitive verb in predicate-focused clause (1.b.1.).
2.c. **Treatment of 3 on 1/2:** If suffix pronouns and nouns are in complementary
distribution, then it is puzzling to encounter examples such as the following
predicate-focused clauses, where the noun is added to a clause already including a
suffix pronoun indicating the Agent, after the independent first or second person
pronoun indicating the Object (coreferring elements are highlighted):

(33) \textit{timōːm-ə-t ŋiː Dé Lucy}  
help.s.-CTL-3 me DM L.  
\textit{Hlimoomit ŋiː Dé Lucy.}

(34) \textit{timōːm-ə-t ŋiː ŋ=t hanāq}  
help.s.-CTL-3 me=NC woman  
\textit{Hlimoomit ŋiː ŋ=t hanāq.}

If the noun is plural, the suffix on the verb is still the same, never the 3PL suffix (cf.
4.b.2.b.1.a.):

(35) \textit{timōːm-ə-t ŋiː ŋ=t Lucy}  
help.s.-CTL-3 me DM.PL L.  
\textit{Hlimoomit ŋiː ŋ=t Lucy.}

(36) \textit{timōːm-ə-t ŋiː ŋ=t hanāq}  
help.s.-CTL-3 me=NC women  
\textit{Hlimoomit ŋiː ŋ=t hanāq.}

The noun is similarly added to the corresponding regular clauses, after the verb, which
ends in a suffix indicating the Object (in the regular clause, however, there is a
precedent for having a noun coreferring with the Ergative pronoun, see above
2.a.2.b.1.):

(37) \textit{yukʰ-t timōːm-ŋ Lucy}  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S DM L.  
\textit{Yukʰ hlimoomi ŋ Lucy.}

(38) \textit{yukʰ-t timōːm-ŋ=t hanāq}  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S=NC woman  
\textit{Yukʰ hlimoomi ŋ=t hanāq.}

(39) \textit{yukʰ-t timōːm-ŋ=t Lucy}  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S DM.PL L.  
\textit{Yukʰ hlimoomi ŋ=t Lucy.}

(40) \textit{yukʰ-t timōːm-ŋ=t hanāq}  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S=NC women  
\textit{Yukʰ hlimoomi ŋ=t hanāq.}
Jelinek's interpretation is that a first or second person pronoun takes precedence over lexical arguments, according to the hierarchy 1.2 \( \triangleright \) NP (1986:9).

3. **Data showing the non-complementarity of pronoun and noun**: A variety of data show that pronouns and nouns cannot be considered complementary. In many cases other than those in 2.c., the 3 suffix -t does show up in the presence of a coreferring nominal: this occurs whenever there is no immediate contact between the pronoun and a connective, either because of the presence of intervening morphemes (3.a.), or because of a pause in delivery (3.b.).

Additional evidence comes from transcriptional irregularities in Boas 1902.\(^{16}\) There are many cases where Boas only has the fricative /\(\tilde{t}\)/ instead of what would nowadays be a sequence /\(t-\tilde{t}\)/: such deaffrication is frequent in the texts but seems to be random, the result of careless speech; however, in a few examples the sequences /\(t-\tilde{t}\)/ and /\(t-s\)/ occur where modern speakers would have only /\(\tilde{t}\)/ and /\(s\)/: the pronoun and the connective occur together on the surface, probably because of very careful pronunciation (3.c.): in these cases, it is the modern pronunciation that is the result of generalized deaffrication.\(^{17}\)

All these examples show that suffix pronouns and sequences of connective + noun are not complementary, so that the presence of the pronoun must be recognized in all cases at a deeper level of structure.

3.a. **Suffix pronoun and connective separated by additional morphemes:**

3.a.1. **Additional suffixes**: Additional suffixes such as evidential postclitics or the comparative suffix -\(\tilde{i}\): 'like...'\(\ldots ii\) can occur between the pronoun suffixed to the predicate, and a following connective. These additional suffixes prevent contact between a /\(t\/-shaped morpheme such as the 3 suffix pronoun and the non-Velar fricative of the connective, so that affrication does not occur and those phonological elements remain distinct on the surface.

3.a.1.a. **Evidential postclitics**: Evidential postclitics add sentential meanings such as Dubitative, Reportive, Interrogative, Assertive, Distal, and others (T 1984). Some of the postclitics have more freedom of occurrence than others; a few are always attached to the predicate, after the suffix pronoun, which appears on the surface even when there is a co-referring noun in the clause.
3.a.1.a.1. With intransitives: (regular clause examples):

- **Examples with pronoun only:** the postclitic is added after the pronoun:

  (41) *la:náks-t*
  
  by.now married-3
  
  S/he is married now.
  
  *Hlaa nakst.*

  (42) *la:náks-t=a?*
  
  by.now married-3=ASST
  
  S/he is married now! (believe it or not)
  
  *Hlaa naksd’a’ai.*

  (43) *la:náks-t=(a)ma?*
  
  by.now married-3=DUB
  
  S/he is probably married now.
  
  *Hlaa naksdima’a.*

  (44) *la:náks-t=qat*\(^{18}\)
  
  by.now married-3=REP
  
  I hear s/he is married now.
  
  *Hlaa nakst-gat.*

- **Examples with both pronoun and noun:** the noun, preceded by the appropriate connective, occurs after the postclitic, which is preceded by the suffix pronoun:

  (45) *la:náks-t=a?=s[t]Peter*
  
  by.now married-3=ASST-DC [DM] P.
  
  Peter is actually married now!
  
  *Hlaa naksd’aas Peter!*

  (46) *la:náks-t=a?=ɪ iku:ik \(W\)-mkát-’y*
  
  by.now married-3=ASST-NC child-ATT man-1S
  
  My son is actually married now!
  
  *Hlaa naksd’aah higuuhlugum gadiý!*

  (47) *la:náks-t=ama?=s[t]Peter*
  
  by.now married-3=DUB-DC [DM] P.
  
  Peter is probably married now.
  
  *Hlaa naksdima’as Peter.*

  (48) *la:náks-t=(a)ma?=ɪ iku:ik \(W\)-mkát-ti:t*
  
  by.now married-3=DUB-NC child-ATT man-3P

  Their son is probably married now.
  
  *Hlaa naksdima’ah higuuhlugum gadiiit.*

With the Reportive postclitic ==qat-gat, contact with the fricative of a following connective causes deaffrication, always in the case of the determinate connective =S, optionally, especially in rapid speech, for the non-determinate connective =ɪ ...hl :
(49) \( \text{ta:náks-t} = g\text{a[t]-s[t]} \text{Peter} \)  
by.now married-3==REP-[DC (DM)] P.  
\( \text{Hlaa nakst-gas Peter.} \)

(50) \( \text{ta:náks-t} = g\text{a[t]} = t \text{tuk}: t k W - m\text{ká-t-ti} \text{t} \)  
by.now married-3==REP-[NC child-ATT man-3P  
I hear their son is married now.  
\( \text{Hlaa nakst-ga(t)hi higuulhigum gadiit.} \)

These facts suggest that the overt absence of the suffix pronoun before a connective is attributable to phonological causes, namely the rule of Deaffrication which is also attested in other cases, and that the suffix is indeed present below the surface, thus:

(51-10) \( \text{ta:náks-} = [s]\text{t} \text{t} \text{élert} \)  
by.now married-[3]=DC [DM] P.  
Peter is married now.  
\( \text{Hlaa nakst Peter.} \)

(52-11) \( \text{ta:náks-} = t \text{tuk}: t k W - m\text{ká-t-} \text{y} \)  
My son is married now.  
\( \text{Hlaa nakst higuulhigum gadiy.} \)

The same structure occurs in this example from Boas 1902:

(53) \( \text{ta:liki:} k \text{Wílál-t} = (\text{am}a\text{=}t \text{tòqs} \)  
now about three-3==DUB-[NC month  
After about three months... (170.13)  
\( \text{Hlaa ligii gwiú/di mía'ahl bloks...} \)

(compare:

(54) \( \text{ta:} k \text{Wílál-t} = t \text{tòqs} \)  
now about three-[3]=NC month  
After three months...  
\( \text{Hlaa gwiú/bloks...} \)

In Boas 1902, the postclitic \(-ki\): -gi seems to prevent the occurrence of a connective in most cases (cf. 3.a.1.a.2.a./b.); modern usage does have the connective with the postclitic:

(55) \( \text{Nil[t]} = t \text{ganhi-t} = ki\text{sim\text{t}ókit t kús[t]} \)  
it=NC therefore say-3==DISTAL chief DM that  
That's why that chief said... (33.13)  
\( \text{Nil\text{t} gan hit-gi sim\text{t}oogit tgu\text{ust}...} \)

(compare the modern equivalent without the postclitic:

(56) \( \text{Nil[t]} = t \text{ganhi-t} = \text{sim\text{t}ókit t kús[t]} \)  
it=NC therefore say-[3]=NC chief DM that  
That's why that chief said...  
\( \text{Nil\text{t} gan hihi sim\text{t}oogit tgu\text{ust}...} \)
3.1.A.2. With transitive verb:

3.1.A.2.a. In Predicate-focused clause: Again, the occurrence of the suffix pronoun before a postclitic suggests that it occurs in all cases and is only deleted by a surface phonological rule:

(57) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}a=-(\text{a})\text{ma} \)
help.s.-CTL-3==DUB
S/he probably helped him/her.
\( \text{Hlimoomidima's} \).

(58) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}a=qat \)
help.s.-CTL-3==REP
I hear s/he helped him/her.
\( \text{Hlimoomit-gat} \).

(59) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}a=(\text{a})\text{ma}=s(t)\text{Lucy} \)
help.s.-CTL-3==DUB-DC (DM) M.
Lucy probably helped him/her.
\( \text{Hlimoomidima's Lucy} \).

(60) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}a=s(t)\text{Lucy} \)
help.s.-CTL-3==ASST-DC (DM) M.
Lucy did help him/her!
\( \text{Hlimoomida's Lucy} \).

(61) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}q=st(t)\text{Lucy} \)
help.s.-CTL-3==REP-DC (DM) M.
I hear Lucy helped him/her.
\( \text{Hlimoomit-gas Lucy} \).

(62) \( \text{timó:m-}\text{-}a(t)\text{Lucy} \)
help.s.-CTL-3==DC (DM) M.
Lucy helped him/her.
\( \text{Hlimoomis Lucy} \).

(63) \( \text{timanóq-}\text{-}a=-(\text{a})\text{ma}=s(t)\text{hôx-y} \)
FUTlike.s.-CTL-3==DUB=DC (DM) mother-1S
My mother will probably like it.
\( \text{Dim anoogadima's nooy} \).

(64) \( \text{timanóq-a}\text{-}\text{t}=s(t)\text{hôx-y} \)
really like.s.-CTL-3==DC (DM) mother-1S
My mother really likes/liked it.
\( \text{Sim anoogas nooy} \).

In the following example, the postclitic \(-ki\) again prevents the occurrence of a connective: (cf. above 3.a.1.a.1.)

(65) \( \text{huxW} \text{-}\text{wá-(y)}\text{-}a=-(\text{a})\text{ma} \text{-}\text{wîp}=\text{-}ki \)
Again he reached a fine house (48.3).
again find.s.-CTL-3==DISTAL good house==DISTAL
\( \text{Huxw-wayit-gi amas wîp-gi} \).
3.a.1.a.2.b. In Regular clause: the suffix pronoun indicating the Object occurs before a postclitic, whether or not there is a noun, and whether the following noun is Agent or Object:

- **pronoun only:**

(66) *ni-ti-t timō:m-t*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3*

  S/he didn't help him/her.
  *Nidiit hlimoomt.*

(67) *ni-ti-t timō:m-t=qat*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3=REP*

  I hear s/he didn't help him/her.
  *Nidiit hlimoomt=qat.*

- **with Agent noun:**

(68) *ni-ti-t timō:m-t=qal[t]=s[t] Lucy*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3=REP-DC [DM] L.*

  I hear Lucy didn't help him/her.
  *Nidiit hlimoomt-gas Lucy.*

(69) *ni-ti-t timō:m-[t]=s[t] Lucy*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3=DC [DM] L.*

  Lucy didn't help him/her.
  *Nidiit hlimoons Lucy.*

- **with Object noun:**

(70) *ni-ti-t timō:m-t=qal[t]=s[t] Lucy*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3=REP-DC[DM].L.*

  I hear s/he didn't help Lucy.
  *Nidiit hlimoomt-gas Lucy.*

(71) *ni-ti-t timō:m-[t]=s[t] Lucy*

  *not-INTS-3ERG help.s.-3=DC[DM].L.*

  S/he didn't help Lucy.
  *Nidiit hlimoons Lucy.*

In the following example, the phrase *kWilq a:ñiti:t=ki: ‘all of them’ gwilk’a ñidiit-gi* functions as a noun-phrase which is the Object of the verb (note that here a connective is used after the postclitic =ki: -gi, unlike most other Boas examples, 3.a.1.a.1./2.a.):

(72) *ñi[t]=ki:-t laxalágal-t=ki: f kWilq a:ñiti:t=ki:*

  *it=NC and-3E PL) examine.s.-3=DIST NC all them=3=DIST*

  Then he examined them all (144.13).
  *Ñihí kiiit laxaalágalt-gí:gl gwilk’a ñidiit-gi.*
3.a.1.b. With comparative suffix -i: this suffix is used especially in the expression wit...-i: wit...ii 'looking like...': in this expression the final /t/ of wit is deleted before the connective =i...hi.

The following example occurs with an intransitive verb in a regular clause: the suffix pronoun occurs before the comparative suffix: compare with and without the suffix:

\[(73) \text{wilt} \text{lik}: \text{tim tqa}=t\text{o}-t-i=1 \text{han}i: \text{ta} : \text{tkun} \]
\[\quad ...=\text{NC about FUT flat-slide-3}=\text{NC chair DM this} \]
\[\text{This chair looks like it's going to collapse.} \]
\[\text{Wih/ ligii dim tk'ahlo'odiil} \text{han}iit'as \text{tg}un. \]

\[(74) \text{ta: tim tqa}=t\text{o}-[t]=t \text{han}i: \text{ta} : \text{tkun} \]
\[\text{now FUT flat-slide-3}=\text{NC chair DM this} \]
\[\text{Hlas dim tk'ahlo'ot} \text{han}iit'as \text{tg}un. \]

\[(75) \text{ta: tim tqa}=t\text{o}-t \]
\[\text{now FUT flat-slide-3} \]
\[\text{Hlas dim tk'ahlo'ot.} \]

3.a.2. Additional clause constituents intervening between verb and nominal: In some cases, other clause constituents can or must occur between the verb and a following nominal; in these cases too, the suffix pronoun does occur on the surface, as there is no connective linking the intervening constituents to the predicate. (In the following examples, coreferring items are highlighted).

3.a.2.a. Between an intransitive verb and a Subject noun: In the following example, a circumstantial complement occurs before the Subject noun.\(^{19}\)

\[(76) \text{way} \text{wit} \text{kina}=t\text{o}-t \text{?a}=t \text{kill} \text{txa} : \text{dit} \text{ws-[t]}=t \text{txux} \]
\[\text{Well! about left-lie.PL-3 PREP=NC up.the.hill all-[3]=NC halibut} \]
\[\text{Well, all the halibut being left at the top [of the beach] ... (70.7-8)} \]
\[\text{Way twih/ ginaadot ah} \text{gili} \text{t} \text{tsa} \text{ikwshl} \text{tsor}. \]

3.a.2.b. Between a transitive verb and its Object: The following example includes a focused coordinate noun-phrase, the components of which are separated: normally only the first component of such a phrase occurs in the initial, focused position, and the second component occurs later, after the predicate.\(^{20}\) Here the coordinate noun-phrase is the focused Agent; the first component of this phrase occurs in initial
position, the second occurs after the transitive verb, which has a suffixed pronoun Object; the headless relative clause which corefers with this pronoun occurs after the second half of the coordinate noun-phrase.

(77) \textit{ksax }\textit{iku }\textit{nic:\textl }\textit{?an }\textit{kip }\textit{t }\textit{gan }\textit{=t }\textit{iku }\textit{kW }\textit{=t }\textit{m }\textit{iku }\textit{?ikW }\textit{--}
only little grandmother \textit{3ERG REL.ERG eat.s. -3 }and-\textit{NC little poor-\textit{ATTR little-child}
\textit{t }\textit{wa- }\textit{(y) }\textit{æ- }\textit{t }\textit{q }\textit{a }\textit{=t }\textit{hi: }\textit{tukW }\textit{tawit }\textit{=t ki:}
the\textit{21 find.s.-CTL-[3]-NC raven PREP-NC morning early }\textit{--DISTAL}

Only the little granny and the poor boy ate what the raven had found that morning (lit. only the little granny ate it, and the poor boy, [what] the raven ... ) (152.10-12).

\textit{Ksax higu nits iiits t an gipt, ganhi higu gwee em hgukt ihlkw, bli wiyih gaak ah }\textit{ihih lukw davilti gi.}

3.b. \textbf{Cases where the pronoun occurs instead of expected connective:} In a number of instances in Boas 1902, the pronoun occurs where one would normally expect a connective, before a non-determinate noun; this is probably because of a pause in dictation at that point\textsuperscript{22} since there are many more examples when a connective does occur. The examples given in this section all have a connective in modern usage.

3.b.1. \textbf{Examples with Transitive verb:} the connective is lacking between verb and Object:

3.b.1.a. \textbf{Regular clause:} Usually, a single noun is more often the Agent than the Object (cf. note 9), but in the examples in this section, a single noun seems to be most often the Object rather than the Agent: note that these examples are chosen here because they do not have a connective between verb and noun: this is more likely to happen with an Object noun than with an Agent noun (cf. note 22).

3.b.1.a.1. \textbf{Regular clause, nominal Agent:}

(78) \textit{hil[ti]=hil[ti]gan wilodkW-T-taXh=ti:}
\textit{it=NC it [3ERG] therefore treat.s.-DEF-3 heaven }\textit{--DISTAL}

That's why Heaven treated them that way (96.2)

\textit{Nhil hit gan wilaqwit taXh-gi.}
(modern: \textit{...wilaqwih ...})
3.b.1.a.2. Regular clause, Nominal Object:

(79) \( 
\text{ Nit[t]=} \text{?ki-} \text{t wii'\text{-}x}\text{-} \text{t}-\text{[t]=} \text{han} \text{\text{\textacq}} \\
\text{it=NC and-3ERG cause.s.-3 saying-[3]=NC woman} \\
\text{Then he did what the woman had told him to (129.15).} \\
\text{Nitl k'iiit wilt'im heeb\text{\texthl{hl hanak}' (modern: ... wii'\text{hhf}...)} \\
\text{(80) la: tisk} \text{W-} \text{t ski-} \text{tuku la} \text{X}\text{W \textit{a=}\text{ti[q-a-ké} \text{W-} \text{a]-[t]=} \text{wilp} \\
\text{now finished-3ERG place.s.-3 little trout PREP-NC \textit{[...-below.house-...]} \text{ABST-[3]=NC house} \\
\text{... after he put the little trout on the beach below the house (151.8).} \\
\text{...hlaa bizkwit sgi\text{h} bigua laaxw ahi gageewi\text{l wilp} (mod: ...sgi\text{h}...)} \\
\text{(81) Nit[t]=} \text{?ki-} \text{tlu=ksqala:n-[t]\text{-t} \text{?itie}\text{?eniW-mlo?op=ki:} \\
\text{it=NC and-3ERG in-last-DEF-3 red-ATTR stone=DISTAL} \\
\text{He threw the red stone last [and hit the target] (140.10).} \\
\text{Nitl k'iiit luuksgalaandit ihlee'et\text{gum lo'op-gi.} \\
\text{(modern: ...luuksgalaandih\text{hl}...)} \\
\text{(82) ?ki-} \text{t ku-\text{-[t]=} \text{\textacq qan--} \text{\textit{ki-}t qimqan-} \text{t wi:amh\text{\textacq}} \\
\text{and-3ERG take.s.-[3]=NC stick -- and-3ERG pry up.s.-3 big uprooted.tree} \\
\text{He took a stick and pried up the uprooted tree (55.11-12).} \\
\text{K'iit guuhl gan, k'iit gemgant wi\text{h amh\text{\textacq}},} \\
\text{(modern: ...gemgh\text{hl}...)} \\
\text{(83) ?ak\text{u} ma\text{qan cá\text{-t} hón t\text{e} cáp-\text{\textacq}}} \\
\text{what? 2ERG therefore eat.up.s.-3 fish the make.s.-CTL-1S} \\
\text{Why did you eat all the fish I prepared? (118.3)} \\
\text{Agu ma gan jahl t hli jabi? (mod. ...jah\text{hl}...)} \\
\text{(84) } \text{yu\text{\textacq}W-\text{ncák}W-\text{T}\text{-t} \text{wi.lik'ílishkw} \\
\text{PROG 1S.ERG kills.s.-DEF-3 big grizzly} \\
\text{I just killed the big grizzly (119.5).} \\
\text{Yukw ni jagwit wi\text{h lik'ílashkw.} \\
\text{(modern: ...jagwi\text{h\textacq}...)}} \\
\text{3.1.a.3. Regular clause, Nominal Agent and Object:} \\
\text{(85) Nit[t]=} \text{?ki-} \text{t w\text{i}a\text{lx-tké}kW-} \text{[t]=} \text{tu\text{-}ku\text{ču.\text{c}rantehasè\text{\textacq}-[t]=s[t]=cak} \\
\text{it=NC and-3ERG carry.s.on.back-3 1[animal]-DEF-[3]=NC littlr bird rattlebox-[3]=DC[DM] T.}
One little bird carried Ts'ak's rattlebox (124.12).

_Nihl k'iiit valt k'ee-gwihl higu ts'uu-ts'ahndahaseex. Ts'ak_

(here note the absence of connective between the Agent and Object noun-phrases as well; modern: _Nihl k'iiit valxh1 k'ee-gwihl higu ts'uu-ts'ahndahaseex. Ts'ak_.)

(86) _ta:qo:ta-[t]=tkin-t xskà:k=t tku-wlksitkW_

[now gone.PL-3]=NC give.food.to.s.-3ERG eagle-NC little-prince

Now the eagles had stopped bringing food to the prince (179.9-10).
(lit. now what [food] the eagles had been giving the prince was gone).

_Hlaa goodahli gint ysgaakhl higuwlksihi lw._ (modern: _... ginbh_...)

3.b.1.b. **Predicate-focused clause:**

- **nominal Agent:**

(87) _ni[t]=nihtsimyoxkW-œ-t tku kwe:œ-m tku-t'ikW ti min-[t]=t wi:qan=ki._

it-NC it really follow.s.-CTL-3 little poor little-child the base-3=NC big tree=DISTAL

The poor boy headed right that way, towards the base of the huge tree (147.10-11).

_Nihl niht sim yogwihl higu gwee'em hlutk'ihi lwkw. hli mihn1 wiw gan-gi._

(Here the second _niht_ 'it' is the Focused Object of the transitive verb and would also be followed nowadays by the non-determinate connective, causing deletion of the /[t]/:

_Nihl niht sim yogwihl _..._.)

- **nominal Object:**

(88) _fix)lisa?an-[œ]t sa-lit=ki:_

He had finished making his wedges (148.5).

PL)finish.s.-[CTL]-3 make-wedge-3=DIST _Hlixhlsa?ant siltt-gi._

(modern: _Hlixhlsa?antbl_...)

(89) _lipse-naxnoq-œ-t tku kwe:œ-m tku-t'ikW_

self make-supernatural.being-CTL-3 little poor-ATTR little-child

The poor boy had acquired supernatural powers on his own/...had made himself into a supernatural being (152.6).

_Lip sinaxnogat higu gwee'em hlutk'ihi lw._

(modern: _... sinaxnogahl_...)
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3.b.a.4. **Examples with transitive verb and Object clause:** compare the following parallel sentences occurring on the same page: two have the connective, one does not and the pronoun occurs overtly instead:

(90) \(\text{nil}[t]=-t\text{ki}-hux^W-t\text{kár}-[t]=t\text{wilkina}=tôx-[t]=-t\text{ci}x^W\)

\(\text{it}=\text{NC and again}-3\text{.ERG see }\text{s}.-[3]=\text{NC SUB left=lie PL-[3]=NC porpoise}\)

Then again he saw that there were porpoises left [on the beach] (167.5).

\(\text{Nihl k’ii} \text{ hurwt ga’ah} \text{ wil ginaadogho} \text{ jiixw.}\)

(91) \(\text{nil}[t]=-t\text{ki}-hux^W-ká?-t\text{ wilkina}=skl-[t]=-t\text{tipin}\)

\(\text{it}=\text{NC and }-3\text{.ERG again see }\text{s}.-[3]=\text{NC SUB left=lie-[3]=NC sealion}\)

Then again he saw that there was a sealion left [on the beach] (167.7-8).

\(\text{Nihl k’ii} \text{it hurw ga’at wil ginaasgih} \text{ t’ibin.}\)

(92) \(\text{nil}[t]=-t\text{ki}-tká?-[t]=t\text{wilkina}=skl-[t]=-t\text{wi}:\text{tipin}\)

\(\text{it}=\text{NC and }-3\text{.ERG see }\text{s}.-[3]=\text{NC SUB left=lie-[3]=NC big whale}\)

Then he saw that there was a big whale left [on the beach] (167.11).

\(\text{Nihl k’ii} \text{it ga’ah} \text{ wil ginaasgih} \text{ vii hibin.}\)

Some other examples with clause Objects are:

(93) \(\text{ta}:\text{tnaxhá-t} \text{ paqatíl-[t]}=-t\text{ki}-[t]=-t\text{ku}:\text{tk}^W-t=-\text{ki}:\)

\(\text{by.now-3ERG hear s.-3 two [persons] -[3]=NC children-[3]=NC child-3=DISTAL}\)

... when he heard that his daughter had two children (162.10).

... \(\text{hlaat nagłam bagadílhi b'gihih b'gugvilkt-wí.}\)

(modern: ... \(\text{nagša} \text{h} \text{l} \text{...}\))

(94) \(\text{ki}:\text{tqáq-T-t willu}:=\text{qá}c-[t]=-t\text{?aks}=-\text{ki}:\)

\(\text{and-3ERG open s.-DER 23-3 SUB in=[liquid] be-[t]=NC water=DISTAL}\)

... and he opened [the container] where the water was (26.13).

... \(\text{k’ii} \text{it k’agat will luugatsíl} \text{aks-gí.} \) (modern: ... \(\text{k’agáh} \text{l} \text{...}\))

3.b.2. **Examples with intransitives in regular clause:** here the connective is lacking between verb and Subject:

(95) \(\text{wilá.x-titúl-t t} \text{ wi: kát}\)

\(\text{know s.-3P that’s-3 DM big man}\)

They knew that \(\text{he} \) was Giant (16.2).

\(\text{Wílaaxdiit hit (t) Wíi Cat.} \) (mod: ... \(\text{hit’his} \text{...}\))
(96) \( \tilde{n}it(\text{-}t)ki: haksim huxW ye-\text{t}ni:ki-t\text{-}[t]\text{-}l\text{-}l\text{-}l\text{-}ak \)
\( \text{it-NC and again again go-3 grandmother-[3]-[DC] [DM] Ts'ak} \)
Then Ts'ak's grandmother went again (124.3-4).
\( \tilde{N}ihl \ k'ii \ hak'sim \ hux\text{w yeet} \ nits'iits' \ Ts'ak. \)
(modern: \(...\)yees nits'iits'\(...\))

(97) \( \tilde{n}it(\text{-}t)ki:kis)\text{k'ak}W-t \ wi:-\text{hil}t- \ m \ kat \)
\( \text{it-NC and PL)land-3 great-many-ATTR people} \)
Then lots of people landed (185.7).
\( \tilde{N}ihl \ k'ii \ k'is'katkw \ wiilhildim \ gat. \)
(modern: \(...k'is'katkw\(...\))

(98) \( \tilde{n}it(\text{-}t)ki:-tlu=\text{maqs}a?an-t \ a=\text{t} \ wilsaqT-t \ wi: \ qan \)
\( \text{it-NC and-3ERG in-place.s.PL-3 PREP=NC SUB cracked-3 big tree} \)
Then he put them (the wedges) \(\tilde{t}\text{m\k'ak}\) in the crack of the big tree (148.12-13).
\( \tilde{N}ihl \ k'ii \ luumaks'a\text{ant ahl wil} \ sak'at \ wi: \ ga\text{n-gi}. \)
(modern: \(...\)wil sak'a\(...\))

(99) \( \tilde{n}it(\text{-}t)ki: huxW mitkW-t \ huxW \ kil-[t]=\text{t} \ wilp \)
\( \text{it-NC and again full-3 again one-[t]=NC house} \)
Then one more house was full (158.6).
\( \tilde{N}ihl \ k'ii \ hux\text{w mitkw} \ hux\text{w} \ k'i\text{lh}l \ wilp. \)
(modern: \(...\)mitk\(...\))

(100) \( \tilde{a}m=t \ tim \ itkW-t \ tim \ wa-t \)
\( \text{good-NC FUT called-3 FUT name-3} \)
He should receive his name (165.1).
\( \text{(lit. his name should be called)} \)
\( Aamhl \ dim \ itkwst \ dim \ wat. \)
(modern: \(...\)itkw\(...\))

(101) \( k\tilde{a}?-\text{t} \ twikaqa=\text{his}l\text{y}akW-t \ te\text{t} \ wa-[t] \ sqan\text{i}st'=\text{ki} \)
\( \text{see.s.-CEL-3 SUB across=PL)chopped-3 the ice-[3]-NC mountain=\text{DISTAL}} \)
He saw that steps had been chopped across the glacier (202.6-7)
\( \text{(lit. ... that the ice of the mountain had been multiply chopped across).} \)
\( \text{Ga'at wil jagahisyatskw \ bli daawh1 sqa\text{n}ist\dash g1} \)
(modern: \(...\)jagahisyatskw\(...\))

3.b.3. Examples with higher predicate introducing an intransitive clause: in this case a higher predicate is normally followed by a non-determinate connective, except before the Irrealis particle C\(\theta\) ji:
3.3.b. Cases which would normally take a connective:

(102) ta:čūsk-ttim wil’hūw-[t]=t’axWt
   now little-3 FUT SUB die-[3]=NC porcupine
   ... just before the porcupine was going to die (76.6-7)
   ...hlaa ts‘uuskt dim wil’hūwāl axwt ...
   (modern: ...ts‘uuskhl ...

(103) nil[t]=t’ki:ńákW-t wiyitkW-t
   it=NC and long-3 cry-3
   Then he cried for a long time (90.3).
   Nihk’ii ńakwāt wiyitkwt.
   (modern: ...ńakwhl ...)

(104) ha/win-kińákW-t ńita:yūkWsa
   not.yet-INTENS long-3 since evening
   Not long after dark ... (156.4-5).
   Hawingii ńakwāt hildæ yukwās...
   (modern: ...ńakwhl ...)

(105) nil[t]=t’ki:ńəqō:q-t tim mūkW-[t]=t’mā:y
   it=NC and the in.front-3 FUT ripe-[3]=NC berries
   Then before the berries were ripe... (206.5).
   Nihk’ii hla gookt dim mukwāl maay... 
   (modern: ...gooktl ...)

(here the higher predicate is a possessed noun and the clause is its 'possessor')

(106) ta:wišis-t wilsa=t’kukWskW-[t]=tkWi:s-qanā:w-t=ki:
   now great-3 SUB off-inert-[3]=NC garment-frog-3=DISTAL
   He was now having great difficulty taking off his frogskin [that he wore underwater] / 
   His frogskin was getting very hard to take off (163.15).
   Hlaa wiit’is wil saahigukwskwhl gwisiqanawit-gi.
   (modern: ...wiit’ishl ...)

3.3.b.3 Before the Irrealis particle GΩ ji: no connective is ever used with this particle, so that the 3 suffix appears on the surface in cases like the following:

(107) mi:-ki:skI-t ce tim kip-ə-[t]=t tkWl:tkW-[t]=tksimʔō:kIt
   not-INTENS be-3 IRR FUR eat.s.-CTL-[3]=NC child-[3]=NC chief
   The chief’s daughter didn’t have anything to eat (146.2). 
   Nigii sgt ji dim gibihl hluuwlkwhl sim’ogit.
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However, the contact of final /t/ with the initial /č/ of the particle causes coalescence into a single segment /č/, and present-day speakers do not perceive a final suffix. The modern equivalent of this example is written: Nigii sgi ji. Another modern example is:

(108) qús-č-ýnətim wá-{č/}wilmáxkW-ý
  can't-CTL-1S 1S.ERG find.s.-[3] IRR SUB ride-1S
  I couldn't find a ride (...someone) to ride with.
  Gosiý ni dimwa ji wilmáxwiý.

3.c. Cases where deaffrication does not occur:

The Boas texts contain many instances where only a fricative is noted, where a modern speaker would have a /t/ + fricative sequence. As these instances appear to be random, they may be attributable to a very weak pronunciation of the /t/ before fricative, especially after unstressed vowel. As Boas's consultants seem to deaffricate more than present-day speakers (e.g. after the 3P suffix -Či:t...diit, 3.c.1.b.2.), the few cases where they do not deaffricate, probably as a result of particularly careful enunciation, are particularly noteworthy.

3.c.1. Regular clause:

3.c.1.a. With intransitive verb:

(109) ní[t]l-čki:luuyáltkw-t-š[t]čák
  it-NC and return-3=DC [DM] Ts'ak
  Then Ts'ak went back ... (121.1).
  Níih k'ii luuyáltkws Ts'ak ...
  (modern: ...luuyáltkws ... )

(110) ta: té.xkW-[t]-š[t]čák -simčé.x-t-š[t]čák
  by.now finished.eating-3=DC [DM] Ts'ak - really satiated-3=DC [DM] Ts'ak
  When Ts'ak had finished eating and was really full ... (128.6-7).
  Hlaa hleexkw Ts'ak, sim ts'eeets Ts'ak ... (modern: ...ts'eeets... )

(111) ta: huxW-sitā:tkW-t=š[h]-t=čkupa.-tki:tkW-š=ki:
  now again begin-3=NC saying-3=NC little.PL-child=DISTAL
  ... the children had started to talk [loud] again (98.15-16).
  ...hlaa huxw sit'aatkwsþli hihi k'ubalt'ihtkw-gi.
  (modern: ...sit'aatkwsþli ...)
3.c.1.b. With transitive verb:

- after 3 suffix:

(112) ...awlax-[t]=íkô:i-[t]=íkát ?a-st/tćak -- t nūkt\^W-t=s [t]ćak
    ... one man spoke to Ts'ak, calling Ts'ak's name ...
    ... alqalh/k'oolhł gat as Ts'ak, t itkwts Ts'ak ...
    (modern: ...itkwts ...)

(113) nIt[t]=íkt=ti:tanks=ksláqs-t=s [t]ćak w\^i:qán
    it=NC and-3ERG opening=kick.s.-3=DC [DM] Ts'ak big tree
    Then Ts'ak kicked open the big tree [in the crack of which he was wedged] (134.2).
    N\^ihl k'iiit ankskslagsts Ts'ak wii gan.
    (modern: ...ankkslagsts Ts'akkł ...)
    (note here also the missing connective between the Agent and Object nouns).

- after 3P suffix: In the following two cases, the determinate connective would not
be used in modern Nisgha after the 3P pronoun suffix -t'i:t ...diit, which corefers with
the Ergative pronoun; its use here represents an exception to the normal usage of Boas'
consultants but may represent an older usage (see below 4.b.2.a.):

(114) nIt[t]=íwil-tdqal-ta-ták=t-ti:t=s [t]ćak
    it=NC SUB-3 against-DOM-binding-3P=DC [DM] Ts'ak
    They had Ts'ak tied up there (120.11).
    N\^ihl will t'k'aldidakhi diits Ts'ak.
    (modern: ...t'k'aldidakhi diits (t) Ts'ak.)

(115) nIt[t]=íki.-tsa=kú.-ti:t=s [t]ćak
    it=NC and-3ERG off-take.s.-3P=DC [DM] Ts'ak
    Then they took Ts'ak off (120.15).
    N\^ihl k'iiit saaguudits Ts'ak.
    (modern: ...saaguudits (t) Ts'ak.)

3.c.2. Predicate-focused clause: the following examples are of transitive verbs
followed by nominal Agents:

(116) k\^W^i:t yúk\^W-t-a-t=s [t]ćak t\^ku\^gāmt-młonop
    about hold.s.-DEF-CTL-3=DC [DM] Ts'ak NC little firestarter-ATTR rock
Ts'ak was carrying a strike-a-light about him (118.9).

Kw'ihl yukwitis Ts'akhl higu gamdim lo'op.

(modern: yukwitis)

(117) yukW-t-ә-t=t tku-tktiitW t gân

The child was holding a stick (123.4-5).

hold.s.-DEF-CTL-3=NC little-child NC stick

Yukwitis higuk ihikwihigan.

(modern: Yukwitis)

4. Pronominal arguments, nominal adjuncts: The data in section 3 show that suffix pronouns are not truly in complementary distribution with a sequence of connective + noun. Where the deaffrication rule either cannot or does not operate (for whatever reason), suffix pronouns do occur on the surface, in the same clause as coreferring nouns.

If there is no complementary distribution of nouns and suffix pronouns, and the presence of a 3rd person suffix must be assumed in all cases, then the pronoun is the argument of the verb, not the noun, which is only an adjunct. This section presents yet other evidence supporting this interpretation.

If one accepts that Nisgâa arguments are pronominal rather than lexical, the case of the 3ERG pronoun which must occur even with a noun (2.a.2.b. above) is no longer isolated, since the 3 suffix pronoun also must occur, and the case of 1st and 2nd person pronouns is no longer to be considered apart from that of 3rd person pronouns or of nouns.

4.a. Additional evidence for the Adjunct status of coreferring nouns:

4.a.1. Reverse-order transitive constructions: In the great majority of cases, nouns coreferring with pronouns occur in the same order as the pronouns, i.e. the Agent noun precedes the Object noun in the same way as the preverbal Ergative clitic pronoun precedes the Absolutive suffix pronoun, but there are a few exceptions in which the order of nouns is reversed. That the order of nouns can be reversed, not that of pronouns, supports the identification of nouns as simply adjuncts to the pronouns, which are the arguments (cf. French examples above, (3.a-f)).

4.a.1.a. Normal noun order: nouns coreferring with pronouns normally occur in the same order as the pronouns: Ergative first, Absolutive second.
- in regular clause:

\[(118=15) \text{yuk}^W-\text{tim}^O.-[t]=\text{s}\{t\}L\text{ucy} \text{ t Mary} \]

Lucy is helping Mary.

\[\text{Yukw hlimooms Lucy t Mary.}\]

- in predicate-focused clause:

\[(119=25) \text{tim}^O.-\text{a}.-[t]=\text{s}\{t\}L\text{ucy} \text{ t Mary} \]

Lucy helped Mary.

\[\text{Hlimoomis Lucy t Mary.}\]

4.a.1.b. Reverse noun order: In most of the examples available, this reversal occurs when the verb is \(\text{hukax}^\text{a}\) to be like s' \(\text{hugax}^\text{a}\): when the nominal Object of this verb is inanimate, it usually follows the verb, and the nominal Agent comes last. Stress depends on the function of the noun, not its position: as in the majority of clauses, the Object here receives primary stress, the Agent secondary stress (cf. above 2.a.2.).

4.a.1.b.1. Predicate-focused clause:

\[(120) \text{hukax}^\text{a}.-[t]=\text{hit}+\text{qan}=\text{ki} \]

They used a stick as their ball\(^24\) (95.2).

\[\text{Hugaxh/ hit'hi gan-gi.}\]

\[(121) \text{hukax}^\text{a}.-\text{tlimx}-\text{ti}.:\text{hi}-\text{t}=\text{ki} \]

When he said it it sounded like singing (54.1-55.1).

(lit. his saying sounded like ...)

\[\text{Hugaxat limxdtih/ hit-gi.}\]

(note here the lack of a connective between the verb and the Object, cf. 3.b.1.b.).

When one of my Nisgha-speaking co-workers and I were going over a story in which the following sentence occurs:

\[(122) \text{kat}=\text{m}:\text{al}=\text{ki} \]

The canoe was a person (i.e. had a life of its own) (106.13).

\[\text{Gathl maal-gi.}\]

she added a word to the sentence to read:

\[(123) \text{hukax}^\text{a}.-[t]=\text{kat}=\text{m}:\text{al}=\text{ki} \]

\[\text{Hugaxh/ gathl maal-gi.}\]
As written, the new sentence could be interpreted as: 'The man was like a canoe', but the stress pattern has primary stress as usual on the Object noun, which here precedes the Agent (compare above 2.a.2., 2.b.2.).

4.a.1.b.2. Regular clause:

(124) nil[t]-l'k-i-thukax-[t]=tismawinl'eqam-t'alaibskw-t?at=qalutux
it-NC and-3ERG be.like.s.-{3}=NC maggots the refuse-whittling-3 PREP-NC horn.spoon

What she was whittling off the horn spoon looked like maggots (8.9-10).

Nihil k'iit bugaxhla smaawin hla gamhialbiskw ah1 k'alduux.

Other verbs can also occur in this construction, as in:

(125) nil[t]-l'k-i-tso=t'eq-[t]=t'amalkw-mtim=t'am-t'okol-t=k:i:
it-NC and-3ERG off-scratch.s.-{3}=NC scab-ATTR shin-3 one{person}-3=DISTAL

One of them scratched off a scab from his shin (36.7-8).

Nihil k'iit saatoqhla amalgun t'imhlaadit, k'yoolt-gi.

4.a.2. Possessed nouns: Possession is indicated by the same personal pronoun suffixes as are used as Absolutive arguments of verbs. A possessed noun can be used as a clause predicate, as well as non-predicatively. Some details of a clause in which the predicate is a possessed noun are shared with transitive constructions and throw further light on the argument/adjunct structure.

4.a.2.a. Suffixation: in possessive noun-phrases, the conditions of occurrence of personal suffix or connective + noun are the same as with intransitive verbs, and evidential postclitics can also be added after the suffix:

(126) wilp-ʃ
   house-3.  'my house'
   wilbiʃ

(127) wilp-t
   house-3.  'his/her house'
   wilpt

(128) nóx-t
   mother-3  'his/her mother'
   nóxt
(129) \( nóx-t=a? \)  
  mother-3=ASST  
  ['it's his/her mother!']  
  \( nóxd̃a'a \)

(130) \( nóx-t=a?=s\{t\}Márý \)  
  mother-3=ASST=DC[DM]S.  
  ['it's Mary's mother!'  
  \( nóxd̃a'as\ Márý \)

so the suffix pronoun must occur also in:

(131) \( nóx-[t]=s\{t\}Márý \)  
  mother-[3]=DC[DM] M.  
  'Mary's mother'  
  \( nóxd̃as\ Márý \)

In Boas 1902, the postclitic \( =kí: -gi \) seems to prevent the occurrence of a connective between the two nouns (cf. 3.a.1.a.1.2.a.; modern usage does have the connective as well as the postclitic):

(132) \( wílp-t=kí: simʔó:kittkús[t] \)  
  house-3=DIST chief DM that  
  'the house of that chief' (25.2.)  
  \( wílp-t\ simʔoqit\ tGIS \)

(compare without the postclitic:

(133) \( wílp-[t]=\dow simʔó:kittkús[t] \)  
  house-[3]=NC chief DM that  
  'the house of that chief'  
  \( wílp\ simʔoqit\ tGIS \)

If there is no \( =S \) connective before a determinate noun, the determinate marker (DM) \( t \) is present on the surface as well, just before the noun:

(134) \( hisnů\wítk西安市=t\ wílp-t=kí: t\ txè:m\simi \)  
  Teëmsim pretended to be dead  
  pretend.to.be.dead=NC act-3=DISTAL DM T.  
  (65.11). (lit. T.'s act was to pretend...)  
  \( Hisnů\wítk̡h \ wílp\=t\ Tëëmsim. \)

(Compare without the postclitic, therefore with the connective:

(135) \( hisnů\wítk西安市=t\ wílp-[t]=s[t]\txè:m\simi \)  
  Teëmsim pretended to be dead.  
  \( Hisnů\wítk̡h \ wílp\=s\ Tëëmsim. \)
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4.a.2.b. Possessed noun as clause predicate:

4.a.2.b.1. In predicate-focused clause: In terms of morpheme and word order, some predicate-focused clauses with nominal predicates behave exactly like transitive constructions (2.b.2.). In particular, in both types of constructions a noun coreferring with a suffix pronoun occurs after an independent 1st or 2nd person pronoun (2.c.). This shows that the Ergative role is not the only one for which the pronoun can corefer with a noun.

(136) ikü:tk W-t hi:i:y
    child-3 me

(137) ikü:tk W-t hi:i:y t Mary
    child-3 me DM M.

(138) sitkü:tk Ws-t hi:i:y t Mary
    adopted child-3 me DM M.

(139) ?anskWátk W-t hi:i:y t lip wák-t y
    cause.of.fun-3 IND-1S NC self M's brother-1S
     (I am my brother's laughing-stock)
     Angwák wkt hiiy'hi lip wagi yok.

Where there are two nouns, the first one is linked to the predicate by a connective and corefers with the pronoun, as in a transitive predicate-focused clause (2.a.2.b.), but the stress pattern is opposite:

(140) ikü:tk W-[t]-s[t] Mary t Laura
    child-[3]-DC [DM] M. DM L.

(141) ?anskWátk W-[t]-t lip wák-t t ku-wilksitk W
    cause.of.fun-[3]-NC self M's brother-3 NC little-prince
     His own brother was making fun of the prince.
     (The prince was his own brother's laughing-stock)
     Angwák whl lip wakhl bguwikslhikw.
4.a.2.b.2. **In regular clause:** here transitive and nominal predicate constructions differ: the nominal predicate keeps its suffix pronoun, and the suffix pronoun is attached to the Indirect pronoun base lo:- too. This construction is not restricted to 1st and 2nd person pronoun, but also occurs with 3rd person pronouns. However, coreferring nouns occur after this phrase, as they do with transitives.

The following is a regular clause analogous to the predicate-focused clause (141):

(142) \(nil[t]=\tilde{\text{k}i}:\text{ans}kw\text{\acute{a}tk}\text{w}\text{\text{-t} lo:-\text{\acute{y}} li}p\text{\acute{w}ak-\text{\acute{y}}}
\)
\(\text{that's=NC and cause of fun-3 IND-1S self M's.brother-1S}
\)
Then my own brother was making fun of me.
\(\tilde{N}ihi\text{\acute{k}i}\text{\text{ans}gw\text{\acute{a}tkw}t looy li}p\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}} wagi\acute{y}}
\)

In the following example, the 3rd person Indirect pronoun lo:-t looy occurs between the nominal predicate and its nominal possessor. Note that here both the suffix pronoun on the nominal predicate and that on the Indirect pronoun have coreferring noun-phrases, occurring in the same order as the pronouns (cf. the two nouns in the transitive clause in 4.a.1.a.); the one coreferring with the Indirect pronoun occurs after the preposition ?\text{a} a-:

(143) \(nil[t]=\tilde{\text{k}i}:\text{ans}kw\text{\acute{a}tk}\text{w}\text{\text{-t} lo:-t -- li}p\text{\acute{w}ak-\text{\text{-t} t\text{\text{\acute{y}}} tu\text{\text{\text{-t} ilksitk}\text{w}}}
\)
\(\text{that's=NC and cause of fun-3 IND-3 self M's.brother{-3=NC little-prince}
\)
\(\text{?a-}t\text{\acute{y} wi li}\text{\acute{p} wak-t=-ki}
\)
\(\text{PREP=NC big self brother-3=DISTAL}
\)
Then the prince's own brother was making fun of his big (oafish) brother. (196.5-6) (lit. he was making fun of him, the prince's own brother, of his own big brother)
\(\tilde{N}ihi\text{\acute{k}i}\text{\text{ans}gw\text{\acute{a}tkw}t looy li}p\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}} wak\text{\acute{h}l hi\text{\acute{g}u}ilksitk\text{w}}, ah\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}} li\text{\acute{p} wak-t}gi}
\)

4.b. **Adjuncts other than nouns:** Nouns are not the only elements that can be adjuncts to pronominal arguments. In one case, 1st and 2nd person independent pronouns are used as adjuncts to the corresponding preverbal Ergative pronouns, in exact parallelism with adjunct nouns. The 3rd person plural suffix is also used as an adjunct to the 3ERG pronoun, in complementary distribution with a noun.

4.b.1. **Independent pronouns adjuncts:** This is the case of the quoting verb \(y\acute{\text{\text{\acute{y}}}}\), pl. \(hi:ta\) 'to say "..." \(ya /hi\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}}i}\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}}de\text{\text{\text{\acute{y}}}}\), which has some morphological and syntactic peculiarities.\text{27} It follows the words quoted and is always preceded by an Ergative
pronoun.

4.b.1.a. With 3ERG pronoun: A 3rd person Ergative pronoun is morphologically linked to the verb by an epenthetic vowel; the verb can be followed by a coreferring noun which receives secondary stress.

(144) ... "t(a)-yá 3ERG-say "..." s/he said. "..." diya.

(145) ... "t(a)-yá t Mary 3ERG-say DM M. "..." Mary said. "..." diya t Mary.

(146) ... "t(a)-híta 3ERG-say.PL "..." they said. "..." dihidá.

(147) ... "t(a)-híta tip Mary 3ERG-say.PL DM.PL M. "..." Mary 'and them' said. "..." dihidá dip Mary.

4.b.1.b. With 1st person ERG pronoun: If the Ergative pronoun is 1st person, it is followed by a corresponding independent pronoun which receives secondary stress (at least for older speakers; younger speakers tend to omit the 1st singular independent pronoun):

(148) ... "ná-yá (hí:ý) 1S.ERG-say me "..." I said. "..." niya (híiý).

(149) ... "tip-híta nú:ní 1P.ERG-say.PL us "..." we said. "..." dip hiida nú:ní.

The optional use of nouns and obligatory use of 1st person independent pronouns recalls the structure of Predicate-focused transitive clauses (2.b.2., 2.c.).

4.b.2. Plural suffix adjunct to 3rd person pronoun: The plural suffix - tí:t ...dlit is also used as an adjunct to a 3rd person clitic (Ergative) or suffix pronoun, in the absence of a noun. Here there seems to be true complementarity between noun and pronoun, but some morphosyntactic irregularities associated with this pronoun (as against the other suffix pronouns) argue against this conclusion. This suffix is composed of the
indefinite suffix –tī: (T 1986:2; cf. (121)) and the 3 suffix –t, and it seems to be a recent addition to the list of Nisgha personal suffixes. Keeping its components separate throws light on some otherwise puzzling data. 29

4.b.2.a. Plural adjunct to 3ERG in regular clause: In a regular clause, when the 3ERG pronoun refers to a plural (especially human) Agent that is not specified by a noun adjunct, the predicate is suffixed with the 3P suffix –tī:t, in the sequence t ...[PRED] –tī:t.

4.b.2.a.1. Surface occurrence: The 3P suffix is in complementary distribution with a plural Agent noun, so that it too can be considered an adjunct to the 3ERG suffix. Compare for instance:

(150) yuikW-t 1ímón-m-ti:t t Máry
     AUX-3ERG help.s.-3P DM M.
     Yukwt hlimomdiit (t) Mary.

(151) yuikW-t 1ímón-m-[t] t hā:náq t Máry
     AUX-3ERG help.s.-{3} NC women DM M.
     Yukwt hlimomhl haanáq' t Mary.

(152) yuikW-t 1ímón-m-ti:t
     AUX-3ERG help.s.-3P
     They are helping her/him.
     Yukwt hlimomdiit.

(153) yuikW-t 1ímón-m-[t] t hā:náq
     AUX-3ERG help.s.-{3} NC women
     The women are helping her/him.
     Yukwt hlimomhl haanáq'.

As described here, the two structures are not entirely parallel: when a noun Agent corefers with the 3ERG pronoun, the verb has a suffix indicating the Object; but when the 3P pronoun corefers with the 3ERG pronoun, there is no indication of the Object. However, another interpretation is possible.

4.b.2.a.2. Interpretation: The 3rd person plural suffix –tī:t is not a single suffix, but consists of the Indefinite personal suffix –tī: (originally a plural or collective suffix, hence glossed PL here) followed by the 3rd person suffix –t. We can interpret the plural morpheme –tī: as the adjunct to the 3ERG pronoun, and the following 3 suffix pronoun –t as the Absolutive argument coreferring with the Object noun: compare the following sentences, with plural and singular Agents:
In the last two examples, which are modern, the connective =S does not occur after the plural suffix, so that structures with singular and plural Agent are not exactly parallel. However, the parallel plural structure with connective-as in (156) does occur in a few examples from Boas (cf. above 3.c.1.b.2):

(158=115) ńi[t]-i ki-tsa=ku- ti=t s[t] čák  Then they took Ts’ak off (120.15). ńi[t]-ičči=sag iudiiits Ts’ak

As this example is more in keeping with other singular-Agent structures than the modern type as in (156), it is likely that it represents an older construction, and that the modern one is analogical to the equivalent predicate-focused construction in (164) below (there are other examples of this sort of analogy in the language).

4.b.2.b. Predicate-focused clause: Plural suffix adjunct to 3 suffix: The 3P suffix can be 'adjunct' to the 3 suffix as well, with transitive verbs or possessed nominal predicates in predicate-focused clauses. Again, in these cases analysis of this suffix as a compound of two suffixes helps to understand some peculiarities of its occurrence.

4.b.2.b.1. With transitive verb: referring to Agent:

4.b.2.b.1.a. Non-use with nouns: In a predicate-focused clause, the personal suffix refers to the Agent. The 3 suffix -t is used with the coreferring noun, whether singular or plural:
4.b.2 b.1 b. Use in the absence of a noun: The 3P suffix is used only in the absence of a coreferring noun. If it is considered as a single suffix, there is a discrepancy in its use, since unlike the other personal suffixes, it is not used with the Control suffix -a-:

(164) ɪmʊ.ɜ-ti.t[t]Márį
help.s.-LIPl-3 me DM M.

They helped Mary.

(165-27) ɪmʊ.ɜ-ɜ-t[t]Márį
help.s.-CTL-3 me [DM] M.

S/he helped Mary.

However, considering it as two suffixes suggests that the Control suffix occurs between the two suffixes, and is deleted or absorbed phonologically: thus singular and plural are parallel:

(166-164) ɪmʊ.ɜ-ti.-e-t[t]Márį
help.s.-PL-CTL-3 [DM] M

They helped Mary.

4.b.2 b.2. Plural suffix Adjunct to 3 suffix on possessed nominal predicate:

With possessed nouns as with transitive verbs, the 3P suffix occurs only in the absence of a coreferring noun; otherwise, the 3 suffix alone indicates the possessor, whether single or plural.
5. Does Nisgâa have a pronoun hierarchy?

The data in sections 3 and 4 above show that pronouns and nouns are not in complementary distribution, but that nouns are Adjuncts to nouns. Jelinek's argument hierarchy 1.2 > NP then is irrelevant, since it is based on an analysis which considers NP's as arguments, a position that is no longer tenable. It is however legitimate to ask whether there is a hierarchy of pronoun arguments.

5.a. Case of 1st and 2nd person pronouns: As described in section 2, an Agent noun, coreferring with the Ergative pronoun, occurs before an Object noun but after a 1st or 2nd person independent Object pronoun, a fact which Jelinek attributes to an argument hierarchy 1.2 > NP (1986:9). If NP's cannot be arguments, only adjuncts, the need for the argument hierarchy disappears. There is no hierarchy either among the suffix pronouns.

5.a.1. Regular clause: With this analysis, the imbalance between 1,2 and 3 Objects disappears: in both cases, there is an Object pronoun suffixed to the verb (although it is hidden most of the time) and the noun corefers with the Ergative pronoun which precedes the verb:
Lucy is helping me.

\[ y\text{uk}^W-t \text{tim}o:m-\acute{y} t Lucy \]
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S DM L.

Lucy is helping him/her.

\[ y\text{uk}^W-t \text{tim}o:m-[t]s[t]Lucy \]
AUX-3ERG help.s.-[3]-DC [DM] L.

5.a.2. **Predicate-focused clause:** In a transitive predicate-focused clause, only 1st and 2nd person Objects are represented by a separate word, an independent pronoun (which has secondary, not primary stress, unlike a noun Object); a predicate without overt Object is understood to refer to a 3rd person. A noun coreferring with the suffix indicating the Agent occurs after the verb-(+ 1, 2 pronoun)-phrase:

Lucy helped him/her.

\[ \text{tim}o:m-a-t n\text{ly} t\text{Lucy} \]
help.s.-CTL-3 me

Lucy helped me.

\[ \text{tim}o:m-a-t n\text{ly} t\text{Lucy} \]
help.s.-CTL-3 me DM L.

Whether or not there is an Object pronoun, the Agent noun (the noun coreferring with the Ergative pronoun argument) \( tLucy \) is added after the verb phrase. The main difference is that a connective is used if the noun is connected to the suffixed verb, not if another morpheme, here \( n\text{ly} t\text{me} d\text{iiy} \), intervenes.

Addition of the noun after the pronoun could be due to analogy with the structure of the regular clause:

R: (177=171) \( y\text{uk}^W-t \text{tim}o:m-\acute{y} t Lucy \)
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S DM L.

Lucy helped me.

\[ y\text{uk}^W t \text{tim}o:m-\acute{y} t Lucy \]
AUX-3ERG help.s.-1S DM L.

P-F: (178=176) \( \text{tim}o:m-a-t n\text{ly} t\text{Lucy} \)
help.s.-CTL-3 me DM L.

Lucy helped me.

\[ \text{tim}o:m-a-t n\text{ly} t\text{Lucy} \]
help.s.-CTL-3 me DM L.
5.b. **Case of 3rd person independent pronouns used as Objects:** Asking a Nisga speaker for translations of English sentences with 3rd person pronoun Objects usually yields sentences such as:

(179) \[tîmôm-\sigma-[t]-s[t]:lucy \ddot{ni}t\]  
help.s.-CTL-[3]-DC [DM] L. him/her/it  
Lucy helped him/her.  
\textit{Hlimoomis Lucy \ddot{a}it.}

(180) \[yûk^W-t\,\!tîmôm-[t]-s[t]:lucy \ddot{ni}t\]  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-[3]-DC [DM] L. him/her/it  
Lucy is helping him/her.  
\textit{Yukw t hlimooms Lucy \ddot{a}it.}

In these clauses, the 3rd person independent Object pronoun \(\ddot{ni}t\) is placed after the Agent noun, in the position of the Object noun (2.a.2). The position of this 3rd person pronoun differs therefore from that of the 1st or 2nd person independent pronoun, which is placed after the verb, before the Agent noun. This difference between independent pronouns would seem to indicate a hierarchy 1,2 : 3.

However, such clauses are not adequate evidence, as they are the product of artificial conditions: they are oral translations of English sentences without a context, rather than answers to meaningful questions. The speaker is trying to faithfully translate the English sentence, which does contain an independent pronoun, and as well, the necessity of speaking the words slowly for the benefit of the linguist distorts the normal stress pattern which would differentiate (181) and (182):

(181) \[yûk^W-t\,\!tîmôm-[t]-s[t]:Mâry\]  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-[3]-DC [DM] M.  
Mary is helping him/her.  
\textit{Yukw t hlimooms Mary.}

(182-17) \[yûk^W-t\,\!tîmôm-[t]-s[t]:Mâry\]  
AUX-3ERG help.s.-[3]-DC [DM] M.  
S/he is helping Mary.  
\textit{Yukw t hlimooms Mary.}

so that (181) requires the addition of the singular pronoun \(\ddot{ni}t\) in order to make the meaning explicit (T1987a:158-9). It is not the case that this pronoun is normally present and can be omitted; rather, it is a highly marked form, normally used only in initial, focused position. In Boas' 1902 collection of Nisga legends, use of this pronoun after a transitive verb (as in (179, 180)) is found only once in more than 200 pages, while examples similar to (181) are found on practically every page.
It is more common to encounter the plural pronoun ŋiti:t aidiit in this position, as in

(183)  tímó:m-a-{t}=s[t]Mary ŋiti:t
  help.s.-CTL-[3]-DC [DM] M. them
Mary helped them.

(184)  yúk'-t tímó:m-{t}=s[t]Mary ŋiti:t
  AUX-3ERG help.s.-[3]-DC [DM] M. them
Mary is helping them.

Again, such clauses are somewhat artificial. In Boas 1902, the pronoun is not used as (adjunct to an) Object, unless preceded by a prefix or modifier as in (72) above.

The modern use of these pronouns as adjuncts to Objects parallels their use as Absolutive arguments to non-transitive predicates. Such use is hardly ever found either in Boas 1902, but it is gaining ground in modern usage under the influence of English, especially when referring to a plurality of humans (T 1987b, section 5.8.).

Equivalent sentences in more traditional usage have demonstratives instead of independent pronouns. The functional equivalence between demonstratives and independent pronouns, and the shift towards the latter, is shown as well by the use of the plural determinate marker tip dip before plural independent pronouns (T 1981: 398-9); like determinate nouns, demonstratives always occur with a determinate marker).

The modern examples with 3rd persons independent pronouns show that these pronouns are being used in place of nouns and treated like them, instead of parallel to 1st and 2nd person independent pronouns.

6. Concluding remarks:

While some superficial features of Nisg̱a a morphology and syntax seem to show a complementarity between pronominal and lexical arguments, a variety of data show conclusively that the argument structure is underlyingly pronominal, and that there are no lexical arguments. The question of a hierarchy between pronominal and lexical arguments therefore does not arise.

Among pronominal arguments, there is no difference in treatment between suffix pronouns once it is recognized that the lack of overt occurrence of 3rd person suffixes
under certain conditions is phonologically motivated. There is therefore no hierarchy there either. The treatment of independent 1st and 2nd person pronouns does differ from that of 3rd person pronouns, but the occurrence of the latter is a still marginal phenomenon.

At a deeper or older level, then, Jelinek's analysis of Nisgha as having a mixed lexical-pronominal argument structure and an argument hierarchy is not tenable. However, it is usually the case in languages that when underlying structures are no longer recoverable from surface features, a realignment occurs, with new morphological and syntactic relationships. The interpretation of Nisgha syntax as having pronominal arguments rests on the recoverability of the 3 suffix -t in the presence of a coreferring noun. Numerous features of the Boas texts show definitely the presence of this suffix in a variety of environments and make it possible to extrapolate to other environments, but in modern data the occurrence of the suffix together with a noun is almost totally obscured, except before additional suffixes such as the postclitics. It seems then that for modern speakers nouns are indeed lexical arguments, and the presence of the suffix before postclitics is an archaic remnant or a puzzling intrusion. The influence of English, causing the use of independent object pronouns in the same position as nouns, has introduced another factor and a difference between 1st and 2nd person pronouns, and 3rd person pronouns, which could be construed as showing a hierarchy. For some modern speakers, then, Jelinek's analysis may be justified, but a larger view must take into account all the environments which do show the presence of the suffix, and which point conclusively to an exclusively pronominal argument structure, without a hierarchy.

In a larger perspective, Jelinek seems to consider that Nisgha ergativity is linked to the fact that it has pronominal arguments: 'argument hierarchies, non-accusative case, and the absence of a VP node are all syntactic features frequently found in languages with pronominal arguments' (1986:15-16). This statement may be true, but the Nisgha case shows that argument hierarchies are not a necessary ingredient of this complex of features.

NOTES

* The ancestral language of the Nisgha /nisqáʔ/ [nIsGáʔ] Nisga'a people, who live in the Nass Valley of British Columbia, belongs to the Tsimshianic family. The data presented here were collected during the course of my employment with the Bilingual/Bicultural Centre of B.C. School District #92 (Nisgha), in 1977-80, in the summer of 1982, and in 1983-88. Analytical work on the language was supported by
SSHRC doctoral fellowships held at the University of Victoria in 1981-82 and 1982-83. I have had the privilege to learn what Nisga I know in its natural environment, from excellent speakers. I especially wish to thank, in alphabetical order, Mrs. Audrey A. Gosnell, Mrs. Nita Morven, Mrs. Rosie Robinson, Mrs. Verna Williams, all present or former teachers of the Nisga language, and Mr. Harold Wright, who is an elder and a hereditary chief in the Eagle clan. Mr. Bert McKay, coordinator of the Bilingual/Bicultural Centre and a hereditary chief in the Frog/Raven clan, arranged for me to have access to these and other resource persons. The conclusions in this paper are my own, and I alone am responsible for any errors.

1. These sentences may surprise readers who only know French from taking it in school, where it is probable that only the grammatical but colorless *j'aime le poulet* would have been taught. Formal, literary French is a lexical argument language, colloquial French a pronominal argument language, with many speakers using a mix of argument types depending on circumstances.

2. Within the text, bold type indicates morphophonemic transcription, italics give the corresponding standard Nisga orthography if different. Nisga examples set off from the text are given in italics, with morphemes under discussion highlighted by bold type. Deletion of elements between square brackets is phonologically conditioned. English names are not transcribed, but stress on them is indicated.

3. The terms 'regular clause' and 'predicate-focused clause' (see below 2.b.) have been used in T 1987b in preference to Rigsby 1975's 'dependent order clause' and 'independent order clause' respectively. Boas 1911 refers to the same patterns as 'subjunctive' and 'indicative.'

4. This is a simplified account of connective occurrence, which is described more fully in section 6.2.b. of T 1987b. One complication is that the connective =$\dagger$ is the non-determinate counterpart of both the connective =$\ast$ and the determinate marker $t$, as well as occurring before a clause in many instances. In the transcriptions below, starting in section 3, the connective =$\dagger$ is shown with the attachment marker =$\ast$ in its connective role, without it (just =$\dagger$) in its non-determinate marker role. Section 2, however, does not make this distinction.

5. Similar examples and analyses have been given in Rigsby 1975 and most subsequent publications on Nisga, including Jelinek 1986. The present paper presents the justification for the pronominal-argument interpretation adopted in T 1987b, which owes much to the questions raised by Jelinek.


(b) Morpheme separators: - separates most morphemes, including pronominal clitics; ) follows a reduplicated syllable; - separates a proclitic (adverbial) from the following element, or a connective from a preceding element; == separates a postclitic (evidential) from the preceding element.

(c) The suffix =$t$ is glossed as '3' rather than '3S' because it is undifferentiated for number. The 3rd person plural suffix =$t\dagger$: =$dii\dagger$, which consists originally of the Indefinite personal suffix =$t\dagger$: =$dii$ and the 3 suffix =$t$, occurs only with animates, especially humans, in complementary distribution with noun-phrases (T 1986:2; see
7. Evidence for the deletion of the singular Determinate Marker t between /s/ and another consonant (including a glottal stop) was first presented in T 1986, fn. 4. The cluster-simplification rule also operates in other environments.

8. See below 4.a.1. for exceptions to this rule.

9. T 1987a presents a number of examples showing that a single noun is much more often the Agent than the Object.

10. Examples in T 1981 and in J 1986 include the pronoun it 'him/her/it' at the end of this type of clause. See below 5.b. for discussion.

11. The predicate can be preceded by modifiers and modal particles such as FUTure and IRRealis, but not by the auxiliaries, subordinators, etc. which usually precede the regular clause (1. above).

12. see note 10.

13. (a) The existence of this suffix (-ə after consonant, -yə after vowel) was first recognized in Tms. [1981], where it was called Control. In subsequent papers (T 1982-1986) it was called Ergative, since it seems to indicate that the element following it has Ergative function. In 1987 the original gloss Control (CTL) was used again. The term is still not fully satisfactory but seems suitably vague.

(b) The suffix occurs only in predicate-focused clauses, except before the 3P suffix -ti:t ...diit (Jelinek's data are incorrect on this point); this exception is not due to phonologically-motivated deletion, see below 4.b.2.b.1.

(c) The suffix does not enter into the Relative suffix -(ə)t, which is unanalyzable; cf. T 1982, fn. 15.

14. Note here the contact between /t/ and /t/; cf. note 17.

15. See note 10.

16. Boas 1902 is an invaluable collection of texts in the Nisgha language, gathered in Kincolith in 1894. The texts contain numerous discrepancies from present language use: some are clearly transcriptional errors, but many others represent older features. In the examples from this source given below, discrepancies relevant to the discussion have been preserved, but others have been corrected. All sentences have been retranslated directly from the Nisgha text. References are to page and line number.

17. Deaffrication is general but not automatic: it does not occur when /t/ precedes an Object noun, as in (28).

18. In rapid or careless speech, the suffix -t may be deleted by the cluster-simplification rule, see text to note 7.

19. This clause is an example of a 'free' regular clause, one occurring without an introductory word (the two morphemes preceding the predicate are modifiers, which do not affect clause status); such a clause implies the occurrence of other context, whether linguistic or extra-linguistic. Free regular clauses are often best translated as participial clauses in English.
20. This description applies to traditional usage, such as that found in the Boas texts; under the influence of English, many modern speakers keep the whole noun-phrase together.

21. The particle here translated as 'the' for convenience is not an article. Here it occurs before a headless Object-relative clause.

22. When dictating very slowly, word-by-word, many speakers omit the -t...hl connective especially between Agent and Object noun.

23. The Definite Medial suffix -T- occurs phonetically sometimes as /t/ (/tt/ after vowel and non-glottalized resonant) and sometimes as /θ/ /, as here; the conditioning is complex, and the realization /θ/ can cause confusion with the Control suffix. See T 1987b, section 7.2.c.1.a. for more details.

24. The context describes a children's game: they each had a stick, with which they hit another stick instead of a ball.

25. In predicate-focused clauses, the only difference, which allows identification of the predicate as a noun or transitive verb, is the absence or presence of the Control suffix -0-, since only transitive verbs take this suffix. These nominal predicate constructions also often correspond to English verbal constructions, especially with abstract words prefixed with ha- or ?an- 'cause of ...'; as a result, some younger speakers confuse the two Nisg̱a constructions, and treat the abstract nominal predicates as transitive verbs, complete with the Control suffix.

26. Asked to translate the English sentence, a younger speaker might say

\[Akuw^\text{w}-l/s/lt/Mary^\text{y} \quad Hluublikws^\text{y} Mary^\text{y} \]

child-[3]-DC [DM] M. me

which shows English influence.

27. The -ta of the plural form is an old plural suffix, now frozen. T 1983 derives the plural stem h1: and the singular stem ya from a common source.

28. This does not occur with 2nd person pronouns; the 2nd person stem is irregular as it seems to have a suffix -?an : e.g.

\[?ak?\text{m}^\text{y} ya?\text{an} \quad 'What did you say?' \]

what-2ERG say-CAUS??

\[Agu^\text{y} \text{m}^\text{y} ya?\text{an}^\text{y}\]

29. The suffix was first identified as originally bimorphemic in T 1983:181. However, there are also cases where the suffix should be interpreted as unitary because of more recent structural realignment (ibid. note 91b).

30. I first suggested this interpretation in T 1983: 210-211 (note 91c) but did not use it in subsequent analyses because of what appeared to be a lack of confirmatory data. Considering the -ti: ...dii suffix as the adjunct in both regular and predicate-focused clauses provides the missing link.

31. This pronoun is itself composed of the base h1- 'that's ... and the 3 suffix -t. All independent pronouns are originally formed on this base, but several morphophonemic irregularities show that this is not a productive process. Only with the third person singular is the base used as a predicate, as in example (95).

32. cf. in French the obligatory presence of a pronoun in questions such as
La terre est-elle bien ronde?  
the.fem. earth is she well round.fem.

'Is the earth indeed round?'

and the extra -t- (analogous to the 3rd person ending of some categories of verbs) in

La terre tourne-t-elle vraiment?  
the.fem. earth turns—she really

'Does the earth really turn?'

The extra -t- also occurs in archaisms such as in the old folk song

Malbrough s'en va-t'en guerre  
M. self from.it goes—.in war

'Marlborough is going away to war'

the modern equivalent of which would be

Malbrough s'en va à la guerre  
M. self from.it goes to the war

'Marlborough is going away to war'
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